PEDewey, for probabilistic XML data and two search algorithms to find top-k probabilities of twig query answers based on document order and element order, respectively. The authors well demonstrated the solutions by extensive experiments on real and synthetic data.
The third paper, ""Querying and ranking incomplete twigs in probabilistic XML", authored by Jian Liu, Z. M. Ma, and Li Yan, is also about queries over probabilistic XML data [2] . However, the authors addressed a very interesting problem, how to return incomplete answers from probabilistic XML data efficiently. Compared to complete answers, incomplete ones may be more useful due to the high confidence and flexibly to be extended to the answers of other queries. Clearly, the search space of finding incomplete answer increased significantly, thus, the authors proposed an extended Dewey scheme for probabilistic XML data and effective search algorithm for ranking the incomplete answers. The experimental results showed a significant efficiency improvement compared to a straightforward probability-based ranking approach.
Finally, we would like to thank the authors for their high-quality contributions to this special section and the referees for their generous support and valuable suggestions.
We also like to thank Prof. Yanchun Zhang, the Editor-in-Chief of WWJ, for giving us the opportunity to publish this special issue.
